Notwithstanding the great success of this method, the resulting kernels are not always well suited in applications. This is perhaps most clearly seen in one complex variable where the Henkin-Ramirez kernel always becomes K(?,z)=c----» i.e. the classical ? -Ĉ auchy kernel. It is of course only very rarely that this kernel gives good estimates. Therefore it could be of interest to find modifications of the kernels which contain "weight factors". One type of such kernels has been given by Dautov and Henkin [4] . They use weights which behave like a power of the distance to the boundary (see also [2] and [ 1 ] for the case of the ball).
The aim of this note is to show a rather general (and simple) method for constructing formulas with weights. The method is based on a representation of the kernels as "Laplace transforms" of "oscillatory integrals". This was inspired by a similar representation of the Bergman kernel as a Fourier integral operator by Boutet de Monvel and Sjostrand. Our construction is however much more elementary, and we don't know the theory of Fourier integral operators well enough to know^svhether there is more than a superficial analogy. As special cases we obtain weights of the Dautov-Henkin type, weights with polynomial decrease in C' 1 and weights which behave roughly like exp-</? where <p is a convex function. The plan of the paper is this: In section 1 we give the basic construction. In section 2 we write out the formulas more explicitly and modify the construction to find more general weights. Finally in section 3 we study some examples in C" and show that we get minimal solutions in certain L 2 -spaces, and also indicate some (known) estimates in other norms. We have no essentially new estimates, but believe that the construction in itself may have some interest and hope to come back to the question of estimates later.
As general background references we quote [11] and [7] . The latter reference also contains a good bibliography.
The authors wish to thank the referee for several comments which hopefully have made the exposition clearer.
Section 1.
First we briefly recall the classical construction. In the space C" x C" = {($, T?) ; f E C" , T? E C"} we consider the differential form 11 = <^, rp~"a/(^) A o? (7? ). Herê 'a)=i (-l ) ;~l^^n CD(T?) == df]^ A... ^ and <$,7?>=^^. i The form p. is well defined on E={(f,^7);<^,77)^:0}, and one can readily verify that d^ = 0. Next, let D be domain in C", and consider a map s = (^ ,..., s^) : D x D--^ C" satisfying the condition < 5-, ? -z > ^ 0 for ? ^ z (we use (?, z) as coordinates on DxD).
To be more precise, we assume s to be of class C 1 
27TZ ^D ? -Z This is seen writing F(?, z) = 1 4-(^ -z) ^(?, z) and comparing with (3). In several variables such a simple procedure is clearly not possible, since the singularities of the kernel K , are more complicated. It turns out that one has to add lower order terms, although we shall do this in an implicit way.
We start by considering the form on C" x C" 
In order for this definition to make sense we make the temporary assumption that Re {s , ? -z) < 0 (for ^ =7^= z), but we will see later that this is not necessary. Then we can differentiate under the sign of integration and get 
where a^ are forms that do not contain t. Hence K is essentially exp <Q , ? -z > times the Cauchy-Leray form plus "lower order terms" (i.e. terms whose singularity (s, ? -z)"^0 is of lower order).
We can now prove 
for q = 0 . Here K is the component of K \vhich is of bidegree (p , q) in z and (n -p , n -q -1) in ?, and similarity for P.
Proof. -The proof is of course completely parallell to the proof of the classical Koppelman's formula. However we think it is simpler to repeat the whole proof, rather than just indicate the necessary modifications.
Let 0 be a smooth (p, q) form with compact support in D. We have to show that the integral f 0 A/ equals the integral of thê D right hand side of (8) (or (9)) against 0. We may then replace K (resp Pp q) by K (resp P), since no other component gives a contribution for bidegree reasons. Put D, ==DxD-{(?,z)EDxD; |^-z|<e}, and consider
If e is small enough compared to the distance from supp 0 to 3D, we can apply Stokes theorem to Dg and get
It is easy to see that in (7) all the forms a^ , and a? \s), have coeffi-
according to (1) , uniformly for all z in the support of 0. Hence the integrals in the first three terms in (10) are absolutely integrable when e -> O.To see how the fourth term behaves we first need to study K more carefully.
From (7) follows that we can replace K by the first term in (12), i.e. the classical CauchyLeray form times a constant. But then it is well known that the limit equals Cp ^ f^ 0A/.
This fact, under the sole assumption (1), is implicit in [II] , and also in [9] where however only the boundary values are considered. Since there appears to be no proof published we give one at the end of this section.
Finally, an application of Stokes theorem with respect to the variable z yields
We also notice that we can replace d by 3 everywhere since K is of degree at least n in d? and dz together, and so is 0 A / Collecting, we have then
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 if we remember that P^ =0 for q>0.
From Koppelman's formula we get in the usual way:
-Suppose s satisfies (1) and (2), and that f is a (p,q)-form with, coefficients in
Proof. -Because of condition (2) the pullback of Kp ^ tô € 3D is zero for q > 1 . Hence the theorem follows from Koppelman's formula.
As seen in the proof our kernel K is K= -(^-1)! e^-^K'^-T where K' is the classical Henkin-Ramirez kernel and T is "lower order terms". This type of weights is however too special for many purposes. We shall see that, essentially, the exponential function can be replaced by any holomorphic function. This we will do in section 2 after having written K more explicitly. Proof that^o f^^^^^^f^Â s mentioned before it suffices to consider the case Q = 0. Suppose s satisfies (1). We may also assume < s, ^ -z» 0 for ? ^ z since otherwise we replace s by s --'----which does \<s, ? -z>| not change the kernel (see [11] or Lemma 4, section 2). We still have ds = 0(1). Applying Stokes theorem to the integral
On the other hand, since the boundary of {I?-z| = e} is zero (remember 0 has compact support) we havê /^i-0^1^-^-.,^ ^A K^ (**) where K(s) = k and K(6) is the kernel defined by the choice s = b.
Observe that in (*) only occur terms of H which contain dX. This shows that
Since the surface measure of {|?-z|=e} is 0(e 2 "" 1 ) we get Taking the interior product of both sides with a and using the fact that interior multiplication is an antiderivation we get The definition of K now shows that K»-C,e.p<0,,-.2;^i^^-,H)
For the associated "projection kernel", P , we get
Before continuing let us note that since we are only interested in components of bidegree = n in d^ and dz together we can replace d by 3 every where in (14) and (15). This shows that our kernels have the same homogeneity property as the usual Henkin-Ramirez kernels, and thus we can remove the previous assumption Re<5,?-z><0. Hence our kernel gives a solution M to 9u •= f for which we can estimate \u\ exp -(^ with |/|exp-</?. Of course, the precise form of the estimates will depend on the choice of s and also involve the Hessian 3 3<^ and we shall not pursue these questions here. 
Now, conversely, suppose G is a holomorphic function of one variable in a simply connected domain that contains the image of D x D under the map (?, z) -> <Q , z -?> + 1, and that G(l) = 1. Then we can define K and P using (17) and (18). We then get the principal result of this paper. Proof. -In case G is a nice entire function, e.g. a polynomial, this is clear from the above. Namely if we take g to be a combination of derivatives of the Dirac measure at the origin, and use Koppelman's formula for each K^. The general case follows since G can be approximated by polynomials uniformly on the image of (?,^) -^ <Q,z-?>+l. Of course, one could also verify by direct computation that K and P satisfy the required identities and then repeat the proof of Koppelman's formula.
Since the kernel K is the special case of the above construction with G(a) = exp(l -a), we will drop the tildes in the sequel and write simply K and P for the kernels in (17) and (18).
For each choice of Q and G Theorem 5 gives a solution operator for the 8-equation and representation formulas for holomorphic functions (provided s satisfies (1) and (2)). We shall now consider some concrete examples. z G 3D, since dp = 0 there. Hence the coefficients of (dQ)^ are then (Xl^l"^), which implies that after letting e -> 0 we get a kernel, K , which restricted for ?G3D vanishes, even if s does not satisfy condition 2. Moreover in this case the representation formula for holomorphic functions which we get from Koppelman's formula will contain only the kernel P and no integral over the boundary.
One way to make suitable choices of s is as follows. Let A=(A^) be a C 1 -function from DxD with values in the space of positively semidefinite hermitian matrices. Suppose A is (uniformly) positively definite on compacts in DxD and moreover that for ?E3D Then ^. = 2A^(^ -z^) will satisfy (1). As A we can take:
ii) in D={?;p(?)<0} A=AO)=-p(?)I+(^J^L). _ _ va ?/ ^/ Then for ? G 3D 5 = < 3p ; ? -z~> 3p which by Lemma 4 is equivalent to 3p , and so is holomorphic in z E D .
iii)A=A(z)=-p(z)I+(^^).
<az, az^/
The matrices in ii) and iii) have for ? resp z near 3D roughly the same behaviour as the coefficient matrix of the Bergman metric, ii) always gives a solution operator, whereas iii) will do in case the weight is zero on 3D. To conclude this example let us show that iii) gives a particularily simple formula in case of (0,l)-forms. Thus we shall consider K^o, the component of K ofbidegree (0,0) in z. Then 
and (22). If D is strictly convex, v has boundary values given by (*) with Koo as in (21).
This kernel easily gives the L 1 -estimates on the boundary, that first were obtained by Skoda [9] and Henkin [6] . Notice that the difference in dependence on the "tangential" and "normal" parts of / is exhibited by the form 33 log --= -33p + -^ 3p A 3p . (21) on the boundary is the minimal solution in L 2 . This solution has been found earlier by Charpentier [2] , in the interior and on the boundary already in [9] . Intuitively (22) (N = 1) could be viewed as an approximate Bergman kernel, in the same way as the CauchyLeray kernel is an approximate Szego kernel.
As mentioned in the introduction, kernels with similar behaviour as (20) have been found earlier in [4] . See also [3] for a different method. If we then take G(a) = c^ , we get weights which may be of use in two connections. Firstly, if w is a 3-closed form which vanishes to a high enough degree on the set of common zeros of f^,..., fp , we can let e --^ 0 and get a solution to 9u = w which also vanishes there (we even get u = 2/j^ u^ for some forms u^).
Secondly, we can use the representation formula for holomorphic functions to solve a division problem. Namely Koppelman's formula gives in this casê "(.L^-X^l (24) provided / vanishes sufficiently rapidly on the common zeros of /\ ,...,/. This gives an explicit representation of / as / = /^ gŵ ith g^ holomorphic. Similar formulas exist for strictly pseudoconvex domains, although (23) then must be replaced by a less elementary analog. Finally, the boundary integral in (24) can be suppressed if we combine this method with the one in Example 1, but we don't go into details since we only aim at indicating possible applications.
Added in proof. -This choice of Q also turns out to give kernels supported on the set of common zeros of /,,..., /p . A more detailed analysis will be the object of a forthcoming paper "A formula for interpolation and division in C"", by one of the authors.
Section 3.
In this section we use Theorem 5 to derive some kernels, by means of which we obtain explicit solution formulas for the equation Qu ==/, where / is a 3-closed (p, q + l)-form in C 1 . Such formulas have previously been obtained by Skoda in [10] . Our kernels give roughly the same estimates as in [10] , which are essentially the best possible. Moreover in the case when / is a (0,l)-form, the solutions will be minimal in certain I^-spaces. At the end of this section we briefly discuss the case when / has growth of infinite order. Now, consider formula (17). We choose Q. = --/ and -y; = Sy ~ Zf . Furthermore, for each non-negative integer m, we may take G(a) = c^ .
We define the kernels K^ as those which are obtained from formula (17), with the special choices of Q, s and G stated above. and hence from a) we get that v == f/AK^o is the minimal solution.
As was mentioned above, when /G C 1 x, or even /E L^ , one gets essentially the same estimates as in [10] , with appropriate choices of m. We state two theorems to this effect, the first of which is formulated in terms of the growth-function The proofs are nothing but straight-forward estimates, and we omit them. Given a > -2n, one only has to choose m such that m>0t+n>m+ mm(n -1, m) -n.
The logarithm actually occurs only when a is an integer, and the forms 9z\ log(l + |z| 2 ) show that the logarithm cannot be dispensed with. When n > 1 and / is a (0,l)-form a small additional argument shows that Theorem 9' holds for all a G R . In the^ special case when ^= |?|2/2 the solution is minimal in L 2^-' 21 dX), as one can see by inspection of the corresponding projection operator. However, in general these estimates are quite awkward, and the problem to obtain good estimates in the case of growth of infinite order remains.
